
ECON 110, Prof. Hogendorn

Review Problem Set 11

Review Problem only, not to turn in:

1. AverageJoe.is problem’s title comes froman oldWall Street Jour-
nal article entitled “Average Joe saw in ation coming.”

e idea that in ation expectations could grow on their own is
intriguing. It is very relevant to the potential of Greece leaving
the Euro for example. at would almost certainly cause in ation
expectation to rise in excess of anything the new Greek central
bank announced.

Let the equation for the ADI curve be π = 0.03− (Y− 1).

(a) Draw the ADI and LRIA curves, showing a long-run equi-
librium where in ation expectations πe are 3%.

(b) Now suppose in ation expectations rise to 5%. Graph and
label the new level of output.

(c) Illustrate the movement from part (a) to (b) on a labor mar-
ket diagram. Note that it’s not labor demand that will shi,
it’s the wages that will go up due to the higher in ation ex-
pectations. Show that this causes unemployment.

(d) Suppose the natural rate of unemployment in this economy
is 7%.UseOkun’s Law to nd the new level of unemployment
in part (b).

(e) Suppose the parliament of this economygrew concerned about
the higher in ation, but were not able to convince the cen-
tral bank to make any monetary policy changes. Could they
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bring in ation down themselves by raising taxes? Explain
how this would/would not work.

Answers to Review Problem:
1. AverageJoe_a.

(a) Since the in ation rate is equal to expectations, output will
be at full employment at point 1. (You can see this from the
equation for the ADI curve.)

πe=3%

Y

3%
1

2

ADI

πe=5%5%

π LRIA

0.98 1.00

(b) e rise in in ation expectations causes a movement along
the ADI curve.e economymoves into recession (point 2).

(c) Wages rise due to the higher expected in ation. ere is no
corresponding shi in labor demand, so the level of employ-
ment falls to LR.
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(d) We know from part (a) that Yf = 1. en Okun’s Law says

1.00 − 0.98
0.98

= 2(U − 0.07) ⇒ U = 0.08

(e) Suppose the government raised taxes. If nothing else changed,
this would increase government savings (SG = T− G), and
if prices are sticky, thiswould reduce aggregate demand.ADI
would shi le. Since output is then even more below full
employment, there is even more downward pressure on in-
ation expectations, and prices would slowly come down.

So yes, this would work, but at the expense of a deeper re-
cession.
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